
 

 

KEY  ANSWERS 
SEQUENCE II :The Basics of Consumer 

Behaviour 
 
 
 
1 - Reading comprehension  

2 - Pronunciation 

3 - Word Building 

4 - Grammar 

5 – Writing 
    

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Reading comprehension 
 
Activity 1: 
                   1. F        2. T          3.T          4. F          5. F            
 

Activity 2: 
          1. Family, friends, religious beliefs, cultural attitudes,    
              professional standards or adverting can influence a    
              consumer’s behaviour? 
         2. The study of consumer attitude has repercussions on     
              public policy, social marketing and consumer education 
 

Activity 3: 
           a)  - comportment: behaviour 
                - evident         :  obvious 
                - example       :  instance 
                - laws              :  regulations 
         
           b)- buy in bulk 
 

Activity 4: 

              these factors.   family, friends, religious beliefs,    

                                                cultural attitudes etc...  

              this method       internet surveys  
 

Pronunciation: Spelling 
      Spelling: -Silent letters 
  
Activity 1: 

would  knight    comb hymn psalm 
bomb design wrong balk yolk 

 
  Activity 2: 
 
sword Wednesday  weigh  often mnemonic chorus 

straight mechanic Whistle yacht yawn 

 



 

 

Word Building 
       
        Activity 1: 
 
-ful -ous -al -ing -ive 
 
 respectful 
 helpful 
 

 
courageous 
advantageous 

 
biological 
political 
industria 

 
growing 
interesting 
 

 
radioactive 
impressive 
creative 

 
Activity 2:  
          1. advantageous         2. biological       3. radioactive 
          4.interesting               5. industrial        6. respectful 
          7.  impressive             8. growing          9. creation                       
          10.  courageous 
 

   Grammar 
 
Activity 1:  
            1. many     2. much     3. much     4. many     5. much 
 
    Activity 2: 
           (a) a large number of    (b) much    (c) a large number of 
           (d) A large number of    (e) much    (f) a large number of 
          (g) A great number of  (h) a large number of 
 
Activity 3:  
                 1. too many     2. too much     3. too much    
                 4. too many     5.too much      6. too many 
 
Activity 4:  
         1. too many      2. too much      3. too much  
         4. too many cigarettes               5.too many  
  
 
 



 

 

Activity 5 

                1- You may / might fail... 

                2- You may / might have ... 

                3- You may / might feel ... 

                4-   You may / might find ... 

                5- You may / might be ... 
  Activity 6: 

                  1. You can’t be hungry. 

                  2. You can’t be serious. 

                  3. You can’t be sleepy. 

                  4. It can’t be dad; he has a meeting with the manager. 

                  5. She can’t come from England. 
                 

Writing 
 
Activity 1: 
               A consumer’s behaviour is influenced by various factors, such as 
family, beliefs, social and cultural attitudes and advertising. 
               To understand the consumer’s behaviour, consumers are asked to 
answer survey questions either by mail, internet, telephone or in person.  
                
Activity 2: 
                  Personal production 
 


